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Introduction
The first two seasons of excavation in 2013 and 2014 produced an unexpectedly large
assemblage of 221 stone artefacts. The large numbers were unanticipated because the
Historic use of stone is generally limited to just a few tool types which occur in low numbers.
At Cromarty a wide range of object types are present but dominated by one form, the stone
disc (Table 1).
The various artefact types are described below and there follows a short interim discussion
of site function and chronology.

Stone discs
These discs are quickly made by selecting whole or split cobbles and then flaking them
coarsely around the perimeter to form a roughly circular outline. The most common form
(T=149) is the flat stone disc which has been shaped to either a sub-polygonal or sub-circular
outline. The sides are abrupt and the discs have a flat cross-section. A less common form is
the domed stone disc (T=12) which has a distinctive angled edge which forms a sloping
domed outline.
Flat stone discs (Photos 1 and 2)
The flat stone discs were made from tabular slabs of rock or beach cobbles. A range of rock
types were used including both sedimentary and metamorphic rocks and these would have
been available locally as beach cobbles. In many cases a complete flat cobble of a suitable
thickness has simply been flaked around the whole or part of the perimeter from one face
to form an abrupt edge. Alternatively, a split cobble has been worked around the edge
leaving one cortical face or occasionally a cobble ‘slice’ with cortex only around the edge
was used. Flat, tabular sections of rock were also selected for use. The sub-polygonal or subcircular outline is determined by the coarseness of the individual flake removals. A regular
outline was clearly not required for these discs.
A few pieces look to be unfinished which suggests the discs were made where they were
deposited. However, there have been no flakes found from the shaping of the cobbles –
these will be small but recognisable if occurring in any quantity. The lack of such flakes from
the excavations would suggest an alternative manufacturing location for the discs and that
the ‘unfinished’ discs were simply undeveloped forms.
Plots of the Maximum Length and Maximum Width (Figure 1) show a general trend for a
ratio of 1:1 indicating the intention to make a rough circular shape. There is also a wide
range of sizes from 20mm to 140mm in length though there are clear concentrations around

60mm and 80mm suggesting some selection for pieces of these dimensions. There is also a
wide range of weights (Figure 2) clustering between 50 grams and 300 grams.
Domed stone discs
A small number of discs have a different form as they are thicker and have a domed crosssection which is usually formed by flaking the edge at an inward angle from the base. In
many cases this creates a smaller circumference at the top and it is possible that they were
intended to shape a plug-like form. These domed discs are at the larger end of the size
range of the flat stone discs (Figure 3) but the circumferences of the upper domed ends
tend to be within the size clusters noted on Figure 2.
Function
The use of these discs has still to be determined. At the moment I would prefer an
interpretation of these pieces as stoppers for vessels such as pottery jars or possibly
basketry. The shape suggests a need to fill a circular gap but the irregular outline suggests
that a proper seal wasn’t needed or else that the stopper was used in conjunction with cloth
or straw to form a more secure closure. The domed pieces have a shape suggestive of a plug
indicating the need for a heavier stopper. In this respect an odd piece of gneiss (SF 1429)
appears to have been shaped to an elongated plug with a squared end. The size range of the
discs is wide which would suggest that a range of vessel shapes or sizes were used but the
concentrations of discs with dimensions around 60mm and 80mm may demonstrate their
common use with vessels (or at least apertures) of a particular size. This theory awaits
confirmation from the results of the detailed pottery analysis.
The domed discs have a size range more comparable to the Crushers (see below) and it is
possible that they are simply unused forms of this type.
Alternative explanations of the function of these discs relate to their use as net or line
weights. Paul Monk writes:
‘I came across another possible use a couple of days ago. I am reading Neil Gunn’s novel
“The Silver Darlings” and in the first chapter he sends his character to sea fishing with a long
line and a net. Gunn describes the process of long lining and then goes on to describe
shooting the drift net:
“The net was made of hemp and, being old was coarse and stiff, but quite strong. The large
buoy, tied to the outer end by a fathom of rope, was first slung overboard; then Ronnie and
Torquil let out the net,with its back rope and corks, Tormand slipped a flat stone into each
noose as it came along the foot-rope, Ian in the meantime keeping the boat ahead as the
wind had all but dropped.”
Could these be our stone discs – it could partly explain why they were worked around the
edges.
Neil Gunn wrote this about Helmsdale during the 1840s in 1941’

The net weight theory still needs to be explored and inquiries are currently being made with
the Scottish Fisheries Museum in Anstruther. In my opinion the weights of the stones are
rather too small to be useful for net weights particularly since the discs from Cromarty
clearly date from the medieval period and the nets from then would have been made of
very heavy hemp which would have needed stones of a greater weight (ref). Line fishing
may be a possibility but stone weights are usually notched or perforated to be able to
securely attach them to the lines.
Further research is needed to find comparanda for these discs. Perhaps wider excavation of
the medieval deposits will find closer associations of these and other aspects of the material
culture.

Crushers/grinders (Photos 3 and 4)
These have been made in the same way as the domed discs and have a similar size range
though are slightly larger in size (Figure 4). They are made from split cobbles with flaking
around the perimeter from the base to shape a rough dome. Their significant feature is the
presence of pecking on the base of the tool – either as a spread which sometimes forms a
concave cross-section or else is or more localised within the centre of lower face. Parts of
some faces may have been ground though this is not clear. The wear was produced by
grasping the tool around the upper flaked dome surface and hammering it down upon the
contact material presumably in order to crush it. This material (or the surface on which the
crusher was being used) must have been hard enough to cause the pecking scars on the
base of the tool.

Anvils and Querns/Grinding stones
The anvils (SF767 and SF768) are simply large cobbles with a dished area of coarse pecking
on one face. The two querns/grinding stones (SF770 SF1438, photo 5) have flat faces which
have been worn smooth out to the edge.

Cobble tools
A number of cobble tools were recovered comprising mainly plain hammerstones with
coarse pecking on one or both ends indicative of hammering. A more unusual tool (SF1361)
is made of quartzite and bears wear traces on the edges of the cobble towards each end and
this may have been used as a percussor to flake the stone discs.

Sharpening stones and Whetstones
Three blocks of stone bear V-shaped incisions from the maintenance of a metal blade. On
one stone (SF1174) these marks truncate a smoothed surface perhaps produced from

grinding blades. Three whetstones are made from small cobbles of sedimentary rock. On
one (SF1336) the lower flat face is slightly skewed and worn smooth with visible multidirectional striations and this wear continues around one rounded edge. There is also
evidence for its subsequent use as a hammerstone leaving pecking on two edges towards
one end.

Other stone artefacts
Two spindle whorls are made from pebbles of fine-grained sedimentary rock. The complete
whorl (SF993) is simply a flat pebble with a slightly skewed central perforation. The other
(SF1031) is a fragment broken across an incomplete perforation – this breakage may have
been the reason for its abandonment prior to completion. A larger pebble (SF1307) has a
small conical hole ground into centre of one face - 6mm in diameter and c. 5mm deep. This
may be the beginnings of a perforation but the cobble is rather too large for a spindle whorl.
Perhaps it is a marking of some sort.
A socketed stone (SF 1033) has been made from an oval cobble that has been roughened by
pecking over most of surface. A patch of cortex remains on one face and the opposite face
has a small socket pecked into the centre of the face. The socket is small, slightly skewed in
profile and is rough inside and conical in cross-section. It does not appear to have been
worn by drilling since there is no symmetry, smoothness or great size. So possibly unlikely to
be a stone socket for something like a bow drill. The socket is 20mm wide at top and c.9mm
wide at base and is c.10mm deep.
A hollowed stone (SF 1175) is a fragment of a large tabular cobble on which the upper face
bears a shallow dished profile with a rough interior.

Discussion
A range of activities were carried out using the stone artefacts including crushing, grinding,
blade maintenance, spinning and of course that which utilised the stone discs e.g. perhaps
fishing or storage. If the discs were used to store substances in vessels then it is likely, given
the large number and expedient nature of the discs, that they were closely linked with the
place of processing. Were the crushers and discs linked in this processing activity in some
way? Does the analysis of bone and shell from these middens reveal any particular
patterning of species types and activities and are these associated with the stone artefacts?
Further excavation might discover a processing area rather than just the rubbish middens
and dumps – or was processing carried out on the midden surface?
If the discs are net or line weights then were the nets laid out to dry over the dumps? In
which case would individual plotting of these finds reveal linear distributions across the
context?

Half of the stone discs and all of the crusher/grinders were from Medieval deposits of the
13th and 14th centuries which makes it likely that the main activities using these artefacts
date from this time. The remainder of the discs were found in later, presumably redeposited
contexts.
Further research into excavations of coastal sites of this period (if there are any) may reveal
similar assemblages. In particular the medieval fishing towns of Scandinavia and the Baltic
may have useful comparanda.

Stone Discs

168

Crushers/grinder
Anvils
Quern/grinding stone

9
2
2

Plain hammerstone
Smoother?

6
1

Sharpening stone
Whetstone and hone

3
3

Spindle whorl
Unfinished
perforated
Socketed stone

2
1

Hollowed stone
Tile fragments
Chopper edge tool
?Stopper

1
2
1
1

Unused
Burnt cobbles
Total

1

13
2
218

Table 1: Stone Artefacts from CROM13 and CROM14

Photo 1: Flat stone discs showing outline

Photo 2: Flat stone discs showing edges

Photo 3: Base of Crushers/grinders

Photo 4: Upper face of crushers/grinders

Photo 5: Querns/grinding stones
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Figure 1: ML and MW of Flat stone discs
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Figure 2: Weights of flat stone discs

Dimensions of Domed Stone discs
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Figure 3: ML and MW of Domed stone discs

Dimensions of Crushers/grinders
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Figure 4: ML and MW of Crushers/grinders
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